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Agenda

u Talk about operating systems

u Midterm Style Questions

u Quiz #4
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Operating Systems

uWhat is an OS?
uThe kernel, processes and 

resources
uProtection/Isolation/Security
uCompeting for time
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Reading: 
St. Amant Ch. 6



Before Operating Systems

u One computer ó one program
u Program runs start to finish (or crashes)

v Once done, load the next program

u Thought experiment?
v Program waits 10ms to load a data item from tape (every once in a 

while)
v Over the course of the program execution loads 1,000,000 data items.
v What happens to the 10,000s while the program was waiting?
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Observation

u Most programs perform some I/O
v I/O is slow (tape, disk, network, human user, etc.)

u CPU literally does nothing while waiting for I/O
v This is inefficient

u What if we could share the CPU so when one program is 
waiting we can run another program?

u Operating systems came out of this need to “time-share” the 
CPU
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The need for an OS
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The OS as a executive manager
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What is an Operating System?

uAn executive manager for the computer
uManages resources

v Space (i.e. memory)
v Time (i.e. CPU compute time)
v Peripherals (i.e. input and output)

uOS is a program that starts, runs, pauses, 
restarts, and ends other programs

u (some content from the following slides is courtesy of Mark Redekopp and CS350)
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Definition

• A piece of software that 
manages a computer’s 
resources

• What resources need 
managing?
– CPU (threads and processes)
– Memory (Virtual memory, 

protection)
– I/O (Abstraction, interrupts, 

protection)
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Examples of Operating Systems

u Microsoft Family
v MSDOS, Windows 3.1 – 98, WindowsNT -> Windows 10
v Predominately x86 (Intel) hardware, some PowerPC, some ARM
v FreeDOS

u POSIX (UNIX/like)
v macOS, FreeBSD, openBSD, netBSD, Solaris, AIX, and others

u Run on most processor architectures
v iOS
v Linux

u Little side project of university student
u ”UNIX clone” that won the war
u 20+ popular distributions
u Android: heavily customized Linux and Java on phone/tablet

u Others
v PlaystationOS, VxWorks
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Genealogy of Operating Systems

Figure 1.9,
OS:PP 2nd Ed.



Important Vocabulary

u Resource
v Some part of the computer that programs use:

u Memory, CPU, Input/Output devices

u Policy
v Rules enforced by algorithms that share access to resources

u OS Developers (humans) write policies that achieve some set 
of goals for the operating systems
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What does an Operating System do?

uA bare computer is just hardware
uPrograms are written to use that hardware, but 

exclusive use is inefficient
uIn simple terms, the OS:

v Enables more than one program at a time to use 
the computer hardware

v Present computer resources (CPU, disk, I/O) 
through abstract interfaces to allow sharing

v Enforce policies to manage/regulate the sharing of 
resources
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Roles
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Roles

• Textbook regularly revisits 3 roles an OS plays:

• Referee

– Protection against other applications

– Enforce fair resource sharing

• Why doesn't an infinite loop require a reboot?

• Illusionist (Virtualization)

– Each program thinks it is running separately

– Each program thinks it has full access to computer's resources (or unlimited 

resources)

• Glue

– Common services (such as copy/paste)

– Files can be read by any application

– UI routines for look & feel

– Separate applications from hardware

• so you don’t need to know which keyboard, disk drive, etc



OS Design Criteria

u Reliability (and availability)

u Security & Privacy

u Performance

u Portability
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Reliability and Availably

u Reliable systems work properly
v Correct (or expected) outputs are generated for a set of inputs
v If this is not the case, the system has failed

u Examples?

u Available systems are available to do work

u Available does not imply reliable
v System can be available but not reliable (system has bugs, generates 

wrong results)
v System can be reliable but not available

u Crash every 5 minutes, but saves results and restarts 5 minutes later
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Privacy, Security, Isolation

u For an OS security means the OS does not run unintended 
code or get into a compromised state
v No virus/malware

u OS privacy means programs should not get access to data 
they should not have
v Password keychains, files in other users directories

u Security and Privacy require some tradeoffs with 
performance, which is why OS’s are not 100% secure
v Some are better than others!
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Portability

u Many machine types exist: x86, x86_64, PPC, ARM, MIPS

u Many different motherboards or hardware platforms exist: 
server with 8 CPUs 12 PCIe slots to RaspberryPi, to AppleTV, 
etc.

u OS with good portability abstracts these differences into a 
stable API so programmers don’t notice

u Also, can the OS itself be ported to new hardware easily?

u Good portability leads to wide adoption
v Linux, Windows
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Performance

u What does performance mean?
v Lots of computation?
v Fluid GUI for game?
v Low latency disk for database?

u OS balances these with policies
v Major axis is throughput vs. response time
v Different OS’s are tuned based on use case
v DB server has different policies than Windows gaming rig
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Examples of Policies

uTasks are given priorities; higher priority 
tasks are handled first

uSome kind of tasks are never interrupted
uAll tasks are equal priority; round-robin
uSome tasks can only use part of a disk
uSome tasks can use network

22



The kernel

uThe kernel is the core of an OS
uKernel coordinates other programs
uWhen the computer starts up the kernel is 

copied from the disk to the memory
uKernel runs until some other program 

needs to use the CPU
uKernel pauses itself to run other program
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Multitasking

u One program uses the CPU at a time
u OS switches CPU usage (rapidly)
u Creates an illusion that all the programs are running 

at the same time
u Changeover from one program to another is called a 

context switch
u Examples of context switching?
u Can context switching be good for a program?
u Can context switching be good for a CPU?
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Abstractions: Processes and Resources

u Resources
v Space (memory)
v Time (CPU)
v Peripherals (printers etc.)

u Process: an executing 
program
v Program counter
v Contents of registers
v Allocated memory & 

contents
26

uOS doesn’t worry 
about what each 
program does

u Instead OS cares about
v What resources does a 

process need? 
v How long will it run?
v How important is it?



Protection/Isolation

u Other processes have to be prevented from writing to 
the memory used by the kernel

u Crash in one program shouldn’t crash OS or other 
programs

u OS has access to all resources: privileged mode
u User programs have restricted access: user mode
u When a user program needs access to protected 

resources it makes a system call (e.g., managing files, 
accessing a printer)

u Principle of least privilege (kernel has highest 
privilege)
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Keep the CPU busy!

u Keeping CPU busy is THE MOST IMPORTANT THING EVER!

u Lets look at some policies that can help us do that.

u We assume we have lots of work (i.e. different programs)
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Competing for time

uThink of the time the CPU spends in chunks or 
blocks

uHow can blocks of time be allocated to different 
processes so that work can be done efficiently?

uPolicy: rules to enforce process prioritization
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Process Scheduling Policies

uThe process queue
uRound-robin
uFirst-come, first-served
uPriority-based

v Preset priority for each process
v Shortest-remaining-time

uAll these policies keep the CPU busy
uAre there other ways to judge a policy?
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Keeping CPU busy
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How to evaluate a policy?

CPU utilization Throughput Latency Fairness

Round-robin Good Variable Potentially 
high

Yes
No starvation

First-come first-
served

Good Variable Yes

Shortest 
remaining time

Good High Potentially 
high

No
Could have starvation

Fixed priority Good

32

u Utilization: how much work the CPU does

u Throughput: # of processes that use the CPU in a certain time

u Latency: average amount of time that processes have to wait before running

u Fairness: every process gets a chance to use the CPU



Everyday policies

uPlanes taking off: first come first served
v High efficiency for the runway
v If several smaller planes in line before a large one, not 

efficient for the average passenger

uTraffic at an intersection w/light out: round robin
v First traffic in one direction, then another
v If a police car arrives, then switch to priority-based
v Unlikely to ever be shortest remaining time
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First-come, first serve (non-pre-emptive)
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Round Robin (pre-emptive)
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Weighted Round Robin
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Shortest-time Remaining
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Midterm Style Questions
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6. Consider	the	above	graph.	What	is	the	sequence	of	nodes	produced	by	running	Breadth	
First	Search	(BFS)	starting	from	v1?	For	BFS	on	a	directed	graph	only	follow	outgoing	
edges.	If	a	node	has	more	than	one	outgoing	edge,	follow	the	edge	to	the	vertex	with	the	
lowest	index	first	(node	index	is	k	for	vertex	Vk).	

A.	 v1	 v2	 v4	 v5	 v7	 v6	 v3	
B.	 v1	 v2	 v4	 v5	 v6	 v7	 v3	
C.	 v1	 v2	 v4	 v3	 v6	 v5	 v7	
D.	 v1	 v2	 v4	 v5	 v3	 v6	 v7	
E.		 v1	 v2	 v4	 v5	 v3	 v7	 v6	

	

7. For	the	same	graph	as	above,	what	is	the	sequence	of	nodes	produced	by	running	Depth	
First	Search	(DFS)	starting	from	v1.	For	DFS	on	a	directed	graph	only	follow	outgoing	
edges.	If	a	node	has	more	than	one	outgoing	edge,	follow	the	edge	to	the	vertex	with	the	
lowest	index	first	(node	index	is	k	for	vertex	Vk).	

A.		 v1	 v2	 v4	 v3	 v5	 v6	 v7	
B.		 v1	 v2	 v4	 v5	 v3	 v7	 v6	
C.		 v1	 v2	 v4	 v3	 v6	 v5	 v7	
D.	 v1	 v2	 v4	 v5	 v7	 v6	 v3	
E.										v1	 v2	 v4										v5														v3											v7									v6	

	

8. Which	of	the	problems	described	CANNOT	be	solved	optimally	with	an	MST	(minimum	
spanning	tree)?		

	
A.	Build	the	shortest-length	bridge	network	between	a	set	of	islands.	

										 B.	Eliminate	loops	in	a	computer	network.	
C.	Given	a	list	of	cities	and	the	distances	between	each	pair,	find	the	shortest	
possible	route	that	visits	each	city	and	returns	to	the	starting	city.	

										 D.	Eliminate	multiple	paths	between	any	two	vertices	in	a	graph.	
							E.	All	of	the	above	CAN	be	solved	optimally	with	a	MST.	
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9. Imagine	that	it	was	proved	that	P	=	NP.	Consider	the	following	statements:	
I) We	will	be	able	to	verify	any	computational	problem	in	polynomial	time.	

II) We	will	be	able	to	solve	any	computational	problem	in	polynomial	time.	

III) We	can	build	hardware	implementation	of	a	nondeterministic	Turing	machine	

IV) All	computational	problems	that	can	be	verified	in	polynomial	time	will	be	solvable	

in	polynomial	time	

V) We	will	be	able	to	solve	any	NP	hard	problem	in	polynomial	time	

A. II	and	V	are	true	
B. Only	II	is	true	
C. Only	IV	is	true	
D. I	and	IV	are	true	
E. All	statements	I	–	V	are	true	

	

10. What	is	the	role	of	the	program	counter?	
A. It	is	a	special	register	in	the	CPU	used	to	store	high-priority	data	
B. It	tracks	the	number	of	instructions	executed	by	the	currently	executing	program	
C. It	tracks	recently	accessed	memory	locations	to	help	implement	the	principle	of	

temporal	locality	

D. It	specifies	the	memory	location	from	where	the	CPU	will	fetch	the	next	instruction	
E. It	tracks	the	number	of	running	programs	asking	for	access	to	the	CPU	

	

11. Which	of	the	following	is	TRUE	about	binary	search?		
A. Considering	the	input	data,	binary	search	will	ALWAYS	have	a	smaller	runtime	vs.	
sequential	search	on	the	same	data.	

B. Binary	search	can	be	applied	to	any	list	
C. Binary	search	has	runtime	complexity	of	O(2N)	for	an	unsorted	list	
D. Binary	search	can	be	implemented	recursively	
E. None	of	the	above	is	true	

	

12. Which	statement	is	FALSE?	
A. Every	tree	is	a	graph	
B. Every	graph	has	a	cycle	
C. A	tree	has	no	cycles	
D. Every	connected,	undirected,	weighted	graph	has	at	least	one	spanning	tree	
E. The	number	of	vertices	in	the	minimum	spanning	tree	of	a	graph	is	the	same	as	the	
number	of	vertices	in	the	graph	itself	

	

	

	

	



Midterm Style Questions
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13. When	considered	in	terms	of	big-O,	chose	the	ordering	of	the	following	functions	that	is	
in	order	of	increasing	asymptotic	growth	rates:	
A. 2n,	2n-1,	2n+1	
B. 2n-1,	2n+1,	2n	
C. 2n-1,	2n,	2n+1	
D. All	three	of	these	functions	have	the	same	big-O	growth	rate,	so	order	is	not	

important.	
	
14. There	exists	a	data	structure	called	a	MaxHeap	that	will	return	it’s	maximum	element	

(and	then	remove	it	from	the	heap)	in	O(log	n).	You	can	convert	an	unsorted	list	to	a	
MaxHeap	in	O(n).	Thus,	you	can	sort	an	unsorted	list	using	a	MaxHeap	(resulting	in	a	
reverse	or	descending	ordered	sort).	What	is	the	time	complexity	of	this	sorting	
algorithm?	
A. O(n2	log(n))	
B. O(n2	)	
C. O(log(n)*log(n))	
D. O(n	log(n))	
E. O(n)	

	
15. What	best	describes	the	definition	of	an	algorithm?	

A. An	unambiguous	and	ordered,	step	by	step	description	of	actions	to	solve	a	problem	
written	to	be	understandable	by	humans	

B. sequence	of	instruction	written	to	run	directly	on	a	computer	
C. coded	language	used	by	programmers	to	write	instructions	that	a	computer	can	

understand	to	do	what	the	programmer	wants	
D. A	code	whose	target	alphabet	contains	only	digits	and/or	strings	of	digits	
E. A	mathematical	calculation	according	to	some	well-known	formula	

	
16. You	are	in	a	maze	and	a	friend	suggests	that	you	put	your	right	hand	on	the	wall	and	

follow	the	wall	until	you	find	the	exit.	This	“right	hand	rule”	represents	an	algorithm	for	
solving	the	maze.	Which	algorithm	discussed	in	class	does	the	approach	correspond	to?	
	
A.					Breadth	First	Search	
B.					Depth	First	Search	
C.					Kruskal’s	Algorithm	
D.					Binary	Search	

		
	
	

1. Based	on	the	information	presented	in	class	and	the	lecture	slides,	which	component	is	
not	part	of	a	modern	CPU:	
A. Arithmetic/logic	unit	
B. Program	Counter	
C. Cache	memory	
D. Disk	controller	
E. Registers	

	
2. Which	choice	for	pivot	always	allows	optimal	runtime	of	the	quicksort	algorithm?	

A.	Maximum	element	
B.	Minimum	element	
C.	Average	among	all	elements	
D.	Average	between	maximum	and	minimum	elements	
E.	None	of	the	above	

	
3. In	order	to	find	the	k-th	smallest	element	in	a	list	of	n	integers	we	run	as	many	

iterations	of	Selection	Sort	as	necessary	and	then	we	stop.	What	is	the	complexity	of	
this	algorithm	in	terms	of	k,	n?	
A. O(k*log(n))	
B. O(k*n*log(n))	
C. O(n*log(n))	
D. O(k*n)	
E. Not	enough	information	is	given	to	determine	the	correct	answer	

	
4. Which	is	TRUE	about	DFS	(depth	first	search)	vs.	BFS	(breadth	first	search)?	

A.	BFS	on	average	has	smaller	runtime	than	DFS	
B.	DFS	on	average	has	smaller	runtime	than	BFS	
C.	BFS	cannot	detect	loops	(i.e	would	not	work	on	graphs)	
D.	DFS	cannot	detect	loops	
E.	None	of	the	above	is	true	

	
5. Which	is	the	correct	ordering	of	memory	from	fastest	access	to	slowest	access?	

A. Registers,	RAM,	Cache,	Disk	
B. Disk,	RAM,	Cache,	Registers	
C. Registers,	Cache,	RAM,	Disk	
D. Cache,	Registers,	RAM,	Disk	
E. Disk,	Cache,	RAM,	Registers	
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17. The	algorithm	from	#16	can	fail	on	some	mazes.	The	mazes	can	be	thought	of	as	graphs.	
If	the	graph	representation	of	the	maze	has	certain	properties,	then	the	“right	hand	
rule”	might	fail.	Which	property	can	cause	failure?	
A.		Weighted	(some	passages	are	smaller,	or	some	passages	force	you	to	crawl)	
B.		Cyclic	(there	are	loops	in	the	maze)			 													
C.		Planar	(the	maze	can	be	drawn	as	a	graph	where	no	edges	cross)		 					
D.		Acyclic	(there	are	no	loops	in	the	maze)	

		
18. Which	of	the	following	is	TRUE	about	trees	and	graphs?	

A.	All	trees	are	graphs	
B.	Every	graph	has	exactly	one	MST	
C.	All	trees	are	directed	graphs	
D.	All	graphs	are	trees	
E.	Not	all	graphs	have	a	MST	

		
19. The	Jacquard	Loom	(and	similar	machines)	are	considered	information	transformers,	

but	not	computers.	Which	answer	best	describes	why:	
A.	Programming	these	machines	doesn’t	scale	
B.	Programming	these	machines	requires	punch-cards	
C.	Machines	like	these	do	not	have	memory	or	control	flow	
D.	Machines	like	these	are	too	old	to	be	considered	computers	
	

20. When	an	instruction	is	loaded	from	memory,	it	is	desirable	to	load	the	contents	of	a	few	
succeeding	memory	addresses	into	the	cache.	Why	is	that?	
A.			The	CPU	is	unable	to	only	load	one	instruction	at	a	time	
B.			Those	contents	are	likely	to	be	useful	in	the	immediate	future	according	to	the	

spatial	locality	principle	
C.			Those	contents	are	likely	to	be	useful	in	the	immediate	future	according	to	the	

temporal	locality	principle	
D.			The	contents	stored	after	the	instruction	are	the	values	used	in	the	computation	of	

the	instruction	and	therefore	must	be	loaded	with	the	instruction.	
	

21. The	subset-sum	problem	has	time	complexity	O(N*2N).	Where	does	the	factor	N	come	
from?	
A:	That	is	how	many	subsets	a	set	of	size	N	has.	
B:	O(N)	is	the	time	complexity	required	to	check	each	possible	subset	sum.	
C:	That	is	the	time	complexity	of	the	algorithm	that	generates	the	subsets.	
D:	None	of	the	above.	
	

17. The	algorithm	from	#16	can	fail	on	some	mazes.	The	mazes	can	be	thought	of	as	graphs.	
If	the	graph	representation	of	the	maze	has	certain	properties,	then	the	“right	hand	
rule”	might	fail.	Which	property	can	cause	failure?	
A.		Weighted	(some	passages	are	smaller,	or	some	passages	force	you	to	crawl)	
B.		Cyclic	(there	are	loops	in	the	maze)			 													
C.		Planar	(the	maze	can	be	drawn	as	a	graph	where	no	edges	cross)		 					
D.		Acyclic	(there	are	no	loops	in	the	maze)	

		
18. Which	of	the	following	is	TRUE	about	trees	and	graphs?	

A.	All	trees	are	graphs	
B.	Every	graph	has	exactly	one	MST	
C.	All	trees	are	directed	graphs	
D.	All	graphs	are	trees	
E.	Not	all	graphs	have	a	MST	

		
19. The	Jacquard	Loom	(and	similar	machines)	are	considered	information	transformers,	

but	not	computers.	Which	answer	best	describes	why:	
A.	Programming	these	machines	doesn’t	scale	
B.	Programming	these	machines	requires	punch-cards	
C.	Machines	like	these	do	not	have	memory	or	control	flow	
D.	Machines	like	these	are	too	old	to	be	considered	computers	
	

20. When	an	instruction	is	loaded	from	memory,	it	is	desirable	to	load	the	contents	of	a	few	
succeeding	memory	addresses	into	the	cache.	Why	is	that?	
A.			The	CPU	is	unable	to	only	load	one	instruction	at	a	time	
B.			Those	contents	are	likely	to	be	useful	in	the	immediate	future	according	to	the	

spatial	locality	principle	
C.			Those	contents	are	likely	to	be	useful	in	the	immediate	future	according	to	the	

temporal	locality	principle	
D.			The	contents	stored	after	the	instruction	are	the	values	used	in	the	computation	of	

the	instruction	and	therefore	must	be	loaded	with	the	instruction.	
	

21. The	subset-sum	problem	has	time	complexity	O(N*2N).	Where	does	the	factor	N	come	
from?	
A:	That	is	how	many	subsets	a	set	of	size	N	has.	
B:	O(N)	is	the	time	complexity	required	to	check	each	possible	subset	sum.	
C:	That	is	the	time	complexity	of	the	algorithm	that	generates	the	subsets.	
D:	None	of	the	above.	
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26. Which	option	is	the	correct	ordering	of	computer	program	representations	for	LEAST	
to	MOST	abstract?	

A. Algorithm,	programming	language,	machine	code,	assembly	language	
B. Machine	code,	assembly	language,	programming	language,	algorithm	
C. Algorithm,	programming	language,	assembly	language,	machine	code	
D. Assembly	language,	machine	code,	programming	language,	algorithm	
E. Programming	language,	algorithm,	assembly	language,	machine	code	
	

27. High-level	languages	enable	programming	with	__________________	and	_______________.	
(Chose	the	best	pair	to	fill-in	the	blanks)	

A.	difficult	syntax,	pointers	

B.	compilers,	byte-code	

C.	algorithms,	pseudo-code	

D.	English-like	syntax	and	useful	abstractions		

	

28. You	are	working	with	a	list	of	test	scores	that	was	supposedly	entered	in	numerical	
order.	However,	about	1%	of	the	scores	are	instead	out	of	place	by	one	spot.	Which	

sorting	algorithm	will	complete	the	job	faster?	

A.	Selection	Sort	

B.	Insertion	Sort	

C.	Doesn’t	matter,	we	will	get	the	same	runtime.	

D.	Not	enough	information	has	been	given	to	answer	this	question.	

	

29. 	Which	of	the	following	forms	of	computer	memory	are	considered	‘volatile’?	
I:	Cache	 II:	Memory	(i.e.	RAM)	 III:	Hard	Disk	

A.	I	only	

B.	II	only	

C.	III	only	

D.	I	and	II	

E.	II	and	III	

	

30. What	do	we	mean	when	we	say	a	form	of	data	storage	is	‘volatile’	
A.	It	is	more	prone	to	read	errors	

B.	Data	can	only	be	written	once	

C.	Data	is	lost	when	power	is	removed	from	the	device	

D.	Special	fire	suppression	measures	must	be	used	in	data	centers	with	volatile	

memory.	

	

	

	 	 	 	 	 					-End-	

17. The	algorithm	from	#16	can	fail	on	some	mazes.	The	mazes	can	be	thought	of	as	graphs.	
If	the	graph	representation	of	the	maze	has	certain	properties,	then	the	“right	hand	
rule”	might	fail.	Which	property	can	cause	failure?	
A.		Weighted	(some	passages	are	smaller,	or	some	passages	force	you	to	crawl)	
B.		Cyclic	(there	are	loops	in	the	maze)			 													
C.		Planar	(the	maze	can	be	drawn	as	a	graph	where	no	edges	cross)		 					
D.		Acyclic	(there	are	no	loops	in	the	maze)	

		
18. Which	of	the	following	is	TRUE	about	trees	and	graphs?	

A.	All	trees	are	graphs	
B.	Every	graph	has	exactly	one	MST	
C.	All	trees	are	directed	graphs	
D.	All	graphs	are	trees	
E.	Not	all	graphs	have	a	MST	

		
19. The	Jacquard	Loom	(and	similar	machines)	are	considered	information	transformers,	

but	not	computers.	Which	answer	best	describes	why:	
A.	Programming	these	machines	doesn’t	scale	
B.	Programming	these	machines	requires	punch-cards	
C.	Machines	like	these	do	not	have	memory	or	control	flow	
D.	Machines	like	these	are	too	old	to	be	considered	computers	
	

20. When	an	instruction	is	loaded	from	memory,	it	is	desirable	to	load	the	contents	of	a	few	
succeeding	memory	addresses	into	the	cache.	Why	is	that?	
A.			The	CPU	is	unable	to	only	load	one	instruction	at	a	time	
B.			Those	contents	are	likely	to	be	useful	in	the	immediate	future	according	to	the	

spatial	locality	principle	
C.			Those	contents	are	likely	to	be	useful	in	the	immediate	future	according	to	the	

temporal	locality	principle	
D.			The	contents	stored	after	the	instruction	are	the	values	used	in	the	computation	of	

the	instruction	and	therefore	must	be	loaded	with	the	instruction.	
	

21. The	subset-sum	problem	has	time	complexity	O(N*2N).	Where	does	the	factor	N	come	
from?	
A:	That	is	how	many	subsets	a	set	of	size	N	has.	
B:	O(N)	is	the	time	complexity	required	to	check	each	possible	subset	sum.	
C:	That	is	the	time	complexity	of	the	algorithm	that	generates	the	subsets.	
D:	None	of	the	above.	
	


